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Abstract. Large information spaces and complex functionality of con-
temporary systems together with the advent of the Semantic Web are
big challenges for the design of simple yet powerful user interfaces. The
complex nature of systems thus requires the use of several presentation,
personalization and user modeling methods and techniques to address the
growing needs and requirements of both users and systems. We present a
design of an architecture for the personalized presentation layer of a web-
based information system that employs a set of interconnected software
components implemented as autonomous software tools for presentation,
personalization and user modeling to support features such as navigation
support and different views on the presented data, acquisition and eval-
uation of user characteristics and user adaptation and personalization.
The feasibility of our design is evaluated by its realization in the labor
market application domain.

1 Introduction

The web contains vast amounts of information in its visible “surface” part and
in the “deep web”. These include both billions of publicly accessible web pages
and large searchable databases. Moreover, contemporary web-based information
systems (WIS) need to deal with increasing amounts of data while new challenges
are introduced by emerging technologies, such as the vision of the Semantic Web.

Furthermore, the enormous amount of available information provided by
content-oriented WIS and the overall complexity of applications resulted in the
need for adaptation of their interfaces. Presentation tools today need to cre-
ate personalized output based on the user characteristics stored in a user model
maintained e.g., by a user modeling server [1] or by the information system itself.
Although the user model can be acquired in many different ways, the current
focus is on methods that minimize user involvement in the process.

While many existing WIS work with the aforementioned databases as parts of
the “deep web”, a web-based presentation interface is also the preferred means of
presentation for many new applications, partly because it can also be used for the
integration of different functionality into a single user interface. To facilitate the
development of WIS, entire presentation frameworks were created that support



the operation of several interconnected presentation tools. However, the design
and architectures of integrated WIS with support for adaptation of content,
layout and presentation, (semi)automatic user modeling and integration of a set
of different presentation tools have not yet been explored sufficiently.

Our aim is to design and evaluate a presentation layer architecture including
also personalization facilities to effectively serve the evolving field of WIS devel-
opment. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related
work. In section 3, we propose an architecture for the personalized presentation
layer of WIS with the respective “user modeling back-end” that allows for the
creation of an effective adaptive user interface. We provide an overview of the
concepts, goals and methods used in our design. We also describe the require-
ments, purpose and integration of individual tools that are necessary to realize
the proposed functionality. Next, in section 4 we describe our evaluation of the
proposed architecture in the domain of online job offers. Finally, in section 5 we
summarize our contribution and present ideas for future work.

2 Related Work

The issues of large Web-based Information Systems (WIS) have already been
explored in several works from different perspectives with focus on their design,
architecture and performance. In [2] authors discuss the problems of large en-
terprise WIS on the example of a banking system. They identified the need for
strong usability, performance and maintainability and defined a “3G-WIS” as
“realize a pleasant use of high quality services, and they will come” type of service
for customers. The authors propose WIS adaptation based on context-awareness
and present the corresponding architecture design on an example e-banking WIS.

Existing reference models for adaptive hypermedia can serve well as a basis
for WIS architecture design. Apparently the best known is AHAM – Adaptive
Hypermedia Architecture Model [3], which is an extension of the generic Dexter
reference model for hypermedia. It focuses on the architecture of educational
adaptive hypermedia and adds adaptation support based on a domain, user and
teaching model with focus on presentation specifications, concepts and concept
relationships. Furthermore, unlike the Dexter model, AHAM introduces a per-
manent and continuously updated user model used for adaptation throughout
multiple sessions. The Munich Reference Model for Adaptive Hypermedia [4]
follows object-oriented approach to design. Based on the Dexter and AHAM
models it specifies an architecture using UML and formal specification expressed
by OCL (Object Constraint Language).

With the growing complexity and requirements of adaptive WIS and their
practical deployment, issues concerning efficiency and overall performance in-
crease in importance. In [5] the authors propose a flexible presentation architec-
ture for adaptive hypermedia based on the generic Model-View-Controller archi-
tecture. They identify problems associated with caching of personalized content,
propose caching at different stages of the presentation pipeline and describe ex-
amples and performance measurements on the example of an educational WIS.



To facilitate the design and development of WIS for the Semantic Web, the
existing model based Hera methodology for WIS was extended with support for
adaptability and adaptivity [6]. The authors proposed the use of a profile and
user model for adaptation and as well as the use of a conceptual model and
domain model that took advantage of ontologies with RDF(S) markup.

In [7] the authors further elaborate on the use of the Hera methodology for
Semantic Web WIS design and describe a series of model-driven transformations
that are used to generate a hypermedia presentation for the retrieved data.
The proposed architecture consists of a semantic layer that specifies the data
content, an application layer that describes the abstract view on the data and a
presentation layer that specifies the presentation details.

Furthermore, the authors in [8] claim that personalization and adaptation is
inevitable in presentation design but has not yet been the central issue of WIS
methodologies unlike adaptation in conceptual and navigation design. They de-
scribe the AMACONT project that introduced a component-based XML docu-
ment format, which enables the composition of personalized ubiquitous web pre-
sentations from reusable document components encapsulating adaptive content.
They combine Hera at the conceptual and navigation levels and AMACONT at
the presentation level into an integrated framework for WIS design.

To summarize, many current approaches focus on the design and modeling
of the domain model (WIS information content) with extensions related to per-
sonalization and performance improvements. We stress the incorporation of user
modeling as autonomous client and server side software tools into the system’s
architecture and its integration with presentation and personalization tools.

3 Personalized presentation layer architecture

Many contemporary information systems employ a standard three-layer archi-
tecture consisting of a data layer, an application layer and a presentation layer.
In this context, the data layer stores and retrieves data from a database, the
application layer performs the core business logic of the system while the pre-
sentation layer takes care of the presentation and user interaction [9]. Our focus
in this paper is the presentation layer of the typical three-layer architecture with
additional focus on web-based information systems for Semantic Web applica-
tions. In this respect, we consider the support for the Semantic Web and adaptive
hypermedia technologies to be imperative.

Consequently, we think of the presentation layer as a personalized presenta-
tion layer that performs two primary tasks. First, it provides a user interface
that offers simple access to all of the system’s functionality while effectively hid-
ing all of the system’s inner complexity from the user. Second, it dynamically
adapts the user interface to the needs, usage patterns and goals of individual
users in order to increase their comfort, productivity and satisfaction by exploit-
ing information stored in a user model. A third – somewhat related task is to
create a comprehensive log of user activity, evaluate it and extract and store
meaningful user characteristics, which will then be used in the adaptation pro-



cess. Thus a suitable personalized presentation layer must fulfill the following
requirements:

– Provide an easy to use, user-friendly and intuitive user interface.
– Provide simple access to the system’s functionality.
– Offer support for personalization by individual users, which requires

• support for user model creation and maintenance (logging and acquisi-
tion of user activity and characteristics), and

• support for user model usage to provide adaptation to individual users’
needs and usage patterns.

As such, the aforementioned tasks are performed by the presentation part,
the personalization part and the user modeling part of the system respectively.
Since these tasks depend on each other, our design employs an integrated set of
cooperating software components (tools) to realize the necessary functionality
(see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. WIS architecture of the personalized presentation layer.

Presentation tools and the portal work with the domain and user models
and consist of a presentation and a personalization layer respectively. Individual
presentation tools are depicted in the center and forward output to the web
portal, which in turn provides an interface to the client web browser (right).
The user modeling layer is shown at the bottom and includes both client and
server side logging and user characteristic evaluation. All of the already described
functionality of a WIS can be examined at the following two levels of abstraction.



Portal level. The primary purpose of the portal level is to act as means of
integration for the system’s functionality by providing a common environment
for individual tools. The portal provides a common global navigation interface,
authentication, authorization and user management services to individual tools
(e.g., information about the current user session). It defines the overall high-level
functionality and layout of items such as global menus, fields, links and that of
individual tools, as well as the overall navigation structure of the whole site.

Tool level. The purpose of individual tools is to realize or provide access to
the functionality of the system. Presentation tools are responsible for the pre-
sentation of information and user interaction with each tool being responsible
for the handling of its part of the user – system interaction. Thus the tool level
defines the internal low-level functionality and layout of items (e.g., controls,
menus, text areas, images) for individual presentation tools and the functional-
ity of processing tools which are not directly used for presentation (e.g., for user
modeling or business logic).

3.1 Presentation

The task of the presentation part is to provide an effective user interface. While
the focus of successful presentation is the layout, style and consistency of the in-
terface, using the most suitable means to present information is also of prime im-
portance. Thus, our portal design consists of pluggable user interface components
called portlets. Each portlet represents some logically well defined functionality
realized by one or more cooperating tools. The advantage of this approach is that
various types of presentation of the same content can be provided to different
users. For example, two different presentation tools – one producing graphical
output, another producing textual output can be used and the user can choose
the most suitable way of presentation.

Consequently, at the tool level, presentation deals with the specifics of indi-
vidual tools such as layout and style of labels, controls, tables and images all of
which are handled by the tools themselves. However, at the portal level the main
focus is the overall layout of tools – portlets, each of which contains some spe-
cific functionality such as: global navigation (e.g., menus), authentication (e.g.,
login), notifications (e.g., RSS), user input (e.g., forms), data presentation (e.g.,
faceted browsers, RDF and OWL visualizers).

3.2 Personalization

Both levels of presentation would be insufficient without proper support for per-
sonalization, which can either affect the visualization by adapting the layout,
style and feel of the user interface or the functionality and/or behavior of indi-
vidual tools.

At the portal level, the layout of individual tools can be adapted by changing
the order of the displayed portlets. In this way, the usability of the interface



can be improved or the accessible functionality can be adapted to the current
needs and goals of the user. This can be done by adaptively adding or hiding
items in global menus or by adding or hiding portlets. Furthermore, the portal
provides a “skinnable” interface, which allows users to choose their preferred
presentation style. Also, additional restrictions can be defined based on user
roles and access privileges thus allowing or denying access to specific portlets
and their functionality.

The tool level offers possibilities for the adaptation of visualization of indi-
vidual tools as well as for the adaptation of their functionality. First, a set of
guidelines that make it possible to adapt the interface of individual tools to bet-
ter suit user characteristics can be defined. Next, the functionality of individual
tools can be adapted by the tools themselves by exploiting knowledge about user
characteristics stored in the user model.

The use of personalization introduces new issues that must be considered
in an adaptive information system. The user should have the possibility to ex-
plore his own user model in order to know, understand and possibly modify
the information, which the system stores about the user and uses for adapta-
tion [1]. Furthermore, support for scrutability is important especially in cases
when the system behaves unexpectedly, e.g., recommends illogical items. These
needs translate at least into a simple user model browser/editor and a “scrutabil-
ity explorer” that might be built into each presentation tool. Alternatively it
might be a separate tool that would be invoked by other tools.

3.3 User modeling

Adaptation performed by adaptation tools is based on data stored in the user
model. This model needs to be created and maintained during the user modeling
process. The goal of the process is to identify user characteristics, which might be
consecutively used for the adaptation of the system’s operation (e.g., information
filtering), for the adaptation of its output (e.g., sorting of search results) or
input (e.g., interpretation of user commands) [10]. Thus a successful set of user
modeling tools must fulfill the following requirements:

– Provide means for both manual and automatic acquisition of user behavior
and user characteristics ideally with little user involvement.

– Provide means of automatic evaluation of the acquired data.
– Allow for the scrutability of the user model by allowing the user to view,

inspect and modify its content.

In general, the process of user modeling is perpetual and includes collection
of data about the user and processing of the collected data and the update of
the user model [11].

User data collection. The primary purpose of the user data collection stage
is to acquire as much relevant data (e.g., user behavior, documents, preferences)



about users as possible while ideally keeping the amount of necessary user in-
volvement as low as possible. This is the reason why among many possible user
modeling approaches, we focus on an approach which is based primarily on
the analysis of user behavior within a system. While this approach reduces the
amount of user involvement, it requires comprehensive logs of user actions, which
must fulfill the following requirements:

1. All relevant user actions (e.g., load of a page, following of hyperlink, use of
the back button) and the corresponding (server) events must be logged.

2. For each action the exact time (timestamp) must be logged.
3. Each action must be semantically described (i.e., its meaning must be known).

To fulfill the aforementioned requirements, we chose to expand the presenta-
tion and personalization layer onto the client where we use client side monitoring
tools to log such events (representing user actions), which the server is normally
unaware of (due to browser caching mechanisms, JavaScript interactions etc.).
To fulfill the requirement for semantically described actions, we enhance the
standard server side logging mechanism with appropriate semantics. Every pre-
sentation tool is responsible for supplying the semantics of the performed actions
by using a predefined ontology of events.

User model update. The aim of the data processing stage is to evaluate the
acquired data and estimate meaningful user characteristics with high confidence
that might be consequently used for adaptation. The processing depends on
the chosen method of data collection and on the nature of collected data. If
data represent user actions, individual user characteristics can be estimated by
analyzing user navigation on a web site or in the visible information space and
by analyzing user feedback on the displayed content. Since user modeling is a
perpetual process, each time a user characteristic is identified, the user model is
updated to reflect the newly discovered knowledge.

4 Design evaluation

To evaluate the proposed design we used it for the presentation layer of a system
developed in the NAZOU research project1 aimed at retrieving information in
a heterogeneous information space (job offers in the Internet), processing it and
presenting it to the user employing adaptive techniques [12].

4.1 Presentation and personalization

In section 3 we introduced the basic requirements on the functionality of the
personalized presentation layer, which consists of several cooperating software
tools. We used a single tool for portal level functionality – JOP – Job Offer

1 NAZOU Project, http://nazou.fiit.stuba.sk



Portal which is the primary user interface and processes all user inputs while
returning the corresponding outputs.

The main purpose of JOP is to integrate different functionality and provide a
form-based user interface tailored for ontology editing with support for dynamic
form generation for a given ontology [13]. JOP also allows users to register, log
in and customize the global layout of the user interface.

Since JOP is based on Apache Cocoon2 which supports flexible inclusion of
existing functionality into the portal solution, the individual functionality and
results of all other tools are easily integrated into the user interface provided
by JOP. Each tool (or set of tools) is represented by a coplet (cocoon portlet)
whose position within the overall layout of the portal can be adjusted by the
user, who can also minimize, maximize or hide it completely.

On the tool level we developed two cooperating presentation tools, with each
tool being responsible for the adaptation of its content according to data from
user model. We also developed several simpler tools for the editing of the user
profile and for forms filling, both of which are integrated into our portal solution.

Factic – Faceted Semantic Browser [14] is a tool which allows users to effec-
tively navigate the information space by choosing restrictions on the displayed
content. It is fully integrated into JOP, which supplies it with information about
the current user for adaptation purposes. As input it takes user actions and re-
turns the logical description of the content that should be displayed. Its output
can be further processed by a set of XSL transformations to directly create valid
XHTML output or alternatively it can be sent to Prescott for further processing.

Prescott [15] is a presentation tool able to visualize domain dependent content
(e.g., job offers) in a flexible and configurable manner using the Fresnel presen-
tation ontology. It defines various views on domain content using “lenses”, which
can be defined dynamically based on user preferences. As input, Prescott takes
the logical description of the content (e.g., the URIs of job offer instances) and
returns an XHMTL fragment with the visualization of the content. Addition-
ally, Prescott can take advantage of user characteristics stored in a user model
to choose the most appropriate lens to apply on the ontology individuals that
should be displayed. Prescott is invoked mainly by Factic every time the user
changes the selected restrictions or decides to view details of a job offer.

4.2 User Modeling

To fulfill the requirements on the data collection stage (see Section 3.3), we
developed the client side monitoring tool Click [16]. This JavaScript based tool
captures and logs browser events and sends them to the server.

Server side logging is enhanced by the SemanticLog [16] tool, which com-
bines information from presentation tools and logs acquired by Click to create
a comprehensive log of user actions with added semantics which are suitable for
further processing.

2 The Apache Cocoon Project, http://cocoon.apache.org



The consecutive data processing is performed by the LogAnalyzer [17] tool,
which estimates user characteristics and stores them in the user model. Since
the used method implies the mainly domain-dependent nature of the revealed
characteristics, LogAnalyzer needs better “understanding” of the displayed do-
main content and uses the services provided by the ConCom [16] tool, which
compares ontological concepts by using various comparison strategies.

4.3 Evaluation

We evaluated the proposed architecture in the domain of job offers by taking
advantage of the domain and user ontologies created at our university for project
NAZOU. The domain ontology of job offers is used to model domain concepts and
their relations as well as to store data about individual job offers. Similarly, the
user ontology models user specific concepts and contains data about individual
user characteristics. Both of these ontologies are used by the respective tools to
process job offer or user related requests (e.g., Factic presents job offer instances,
while LogAnalyzer creates and updates user characteristics).

The domain ontology consists of about 700 classes of which 670 belong to
hierarchical classifications with a maximum depth of 6 levels. The ontology con-
tains a test base of about 1 000 job offer instances acquired by different means
prior to system evaluation (e.g., manual input, web wrappers)[18]. It is stored
in the semantic part of the corporate memory [19] that is responsible for provid-
ing means for querying and manipulating the information content enriched by
semantics as well as providing the physical back-end for persistent and transient
storage of the semantics. The semantic model of the Web content is represented
using an ontology (in OWL DL language). Moreover, the user ontology was par-
tially derived from the domain ontology by adding new concepts and relations.
The content of the user ontology – individual user characteristics is created and
updated by the LogAnalyzer tool during system operation.

We developed the above mentioned presentation and user modeling tools
and integrated them in a complex WIS thus successfully using the proposed
personalized layer architecture design. To verify the integration aspects of the
proposed architecture we integrated additional tools that, for example, acquire
and present job offer clusters from the application layer or display personal-
ized instance ratings. The integration and interaction of individual tools during
request processing is shown in Figure 2.

Client requests are first received by JOP which forwards them to appropri-
ate presentation tools or processes them directly in which case it next sends
a response to the client. The Factic presentation tool prepares the response by
querying the domain and user models and invoking Prescott to generate XHTML
fragments as necessary. It then logs the respective event and resulting display
state via the SemanticLog web service. Lastly it combines individual XHTML
fragments into the final response and sends it to JOP, which in turn forwards it
to the client.

Furthermore, JOP and Click independently log events that resulted from
user actions via SemanticLog, which notifies LogAnalyzer about new events for
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Fig. 2. Request processing in a WIS based on the proposed architecture of the person-
alized presentation layer.

processing. LogAnalyzer in turn processes these events asynchronously taking
advantage of ConCom and updates the user model with newly identified user
characteristics.

The user characteristics are used by several software tools from the appli-
cation layer which contribute to further refinement of user interests. The Top-k
aggregator tool retrieves the most relevant job offers with respect to user pref-
erences (e.g., salary, education requirements, place) based on ordered lists of
user preferences [20]. The Aspect tool searches for similar documents (job offers)
based on a probabilistic model for soft clustering [21]. Using the described ap-
proach for the comparison of domain and user ontology instances the devised
clusters are presented to the user based on her characteristics.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented requirements that should be met by successful web-
based information systems and their respective presentation, personalization and
user modeling parts. We proposed an architecture of the personalized presenta-
tion layer that consists of several cooperating tools that in combination provide
the presentation of data, adaptation of the system’s operation and the automatic
acquisition and evaluation of user characteristics.

Furthermore, we have realized and evaluated the proposed architecture as
well as its individual tools in the domain of online job offers. We continuously



cope with the problem of general immaturity of Semantic Web technologies,
which are still in a development (e.g., ontologies and ontological repositories).

We also intend to use the proposed architecture in another research project
aimed at adaptive presentation and navigation in the space of scientific publi-
cations 3. This second evaluation will be performed with a different and much
larger domain ontology and with an adapted user ontology, thus putting more
focus on domain independence of individual tools and performance issues.

Future work includes deeper analysis and experimentation with the perfor-
mance and communication overhead associated with the use of independent
tools. We also work on the integration of additional tools developed in the course
of our research project into the portal JOP, the evaluation of additional inter-
connections between tools and the addition of new tools for specific tasks.
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